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PICTURE ME ROLLING, IN THESE WHEELS 
Feature Documentary  

June 7, 2023 - “Picture Me Rolling, In These Wheels” is a collaborative effort between Marc Anthony 
Romero, and filmmakers Jeff Gonzales, Lucas CorVatta and Bronson Dunphy. Marc being the 
subject of the documentary, is also an integral member of the team, both with creative influence and 
musical direction. The team's objective is to produce a feature documentary which showcases 
Marc's amazing life, as musician, Grammy Nominated Song-Writer, showing all this is possible in 
spite of his day to day struggles of living with AMC.  With all of Marc's obstacles and health 
challenges he remains an optimistic and caring person who treats everyone with equality and 
respect.


The documentary is currently in development, with the help from the Santa Fe Independent Film Club 
and launching a crowdfunding campaign to pay for production expenses, with plans to film in 
Albuquerque, Houston, Miami and Las Vegas, Nevada.

Marc, was born with AMC (Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita), leaving him a quadriplegic. Despite 
his challenges and without the use of his hands, he has written many songs by holding a pen in his 
mouth. Although being born with limitations, his parents treated him like his other siblings, teaching 
him to never hold back and encouraging him to follow his dreams. 

While attending Valley High School in Albuquerque, New Mexico, Marc Anthony Romero found his 
passion and self-expression in music, which helped him pen the song, “Que Bonita”.  Los Texmaniacs 
Cruzando Borders album Best Regional Mexican Music which was ultimately nominated for a 
Grammy. Marc credits some of his success to living in “Old Town” Albuquerque, a neighborhood 
where he liked to cruise “to feel the vibe”, often times “finding a rhythm in the pulse of the city and 
lyrics in her streets.” Recipient of the New Mexico Spirit Awards, inspired him to continue his passion 
of music, and give back to his community by telling his journey to youth and other disabled 
individuals.

For information please call, email or visit www.SFIndieFilmClub.org or www.InTheseWheels.com.
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